Annual Revels Given by Amadars Friday Evening

Mrs. Tallcott Is Toastmaster: Professors of Cornell In Speaker

DINING HALL IS FILLED

by Mary Ellis Berry

The first card given this season by Amadars, held at Amadars, and Elig- ene, was attended by approximately fifty-five students and guests. The First Revel was in the form of a sketch given by Suzanne Borkowski. Mrs. R. A. Tallcott was most efficient and delightful as toastmaster. Miss Tallcott, Mrs. Sidney Landon, who with her other Amadars, and chairmen, met the hearty approval of the audience.

The Fourth Revel was in the form of a sketch given by Suzanne Borkowski, who chose to read a skit Bradford's "The Runaway Southerner" and selection from his book "Ole Miss Adam's Chinum," upon which the audience was in high rapture. Due to a lack of space in the dining hall, it was moved to a room of the same size, and continued until later in the evening.

The Sixth Revel was a series of greetings and addresses. Miss Mary Ellis Berry, as president of the freshman class in Cornell, read a series of greetings. She also read a telegram from Senator Wagner and a letter from Professor Whitney, as well as several very clever alter-egos. Miss Berry, in the course of a speech, introduced to the superintendent of the police of New York City, Mr. Grant.

The Seventh Revel was given by the American Student Association, with Eleanor Leonard, Arthur Neidick, Katherine Boyles Judway, and Margaret Malby. Miss Cleary, Marjorie Southby, Theodore Immans, who wrote concerning the initiation of the American Student Association. The event was held the first night of December.

BAND CONCERT SUNDAY

Cloudy weather was the order of the day yesterday, but the concert at 8 o'clock was well attended. There were several very clever alter-egos, and all were well received. Miss Berry, in the course of a speech, introduced to the superintendent of the police of New York City, Mr. Grant.

Warden of Chain Gang Files Suit Against Warner

Two damage suits for $1,000,000 each were filed in City Court in Al- bany yesterday against Warner Brothers Pictures, Inc., and Warner Bros. Pictures, Inc., distributors of the film "I Am a Fugitive from a Chain Gang," based on the book of Robert Elliot Burns, foun- der of the Warden of Chain Gang from which Burns made his first escape after a convictions by habeas corpus.

The suit, which contains several damaging affidavits, was brought by Warden of Chain Gang from which Burns made his first escape after a convictions by habeas corpus.

The suit, which contains several damaging affidavits, was brought by Warden of Chain Gang from which Burns made his first escape after a convictions by habeas corpus.

Varsity Quintet to Play Alfred And Normalites

Yavvimmen to Present Record Against Alfred University Over Project After A Short Down

Corporation Commission Takes the Issue Over Project After A Short Down

Ten oil wells in the Oklahoma City field that had been shut in for weeks because of all measures of an oil company were re-opened under a Corporation Commission order. The oil company was ordered to pay $10,000 to the corporation, and $2,000 to the corporation as a fine. The order was upheld by the corporation.

The suit, which contains several damaging affidavits, was brought by Warden of Chain Gang from which Burns made his first escape after a convictions by habeas corpus.

The suit, which contains several damaging affidavits, was brought by Warden of Chain Gang from which Burns made his first escape after a convictions by habeas corpus.

The suit, which contains several damaging affidavits, was brought by Warden of Chain Gang from which Burns made his first escape after a convictions by habeas corpus.

The suit, which contains several damaging affidavits, was brought by Warden of Chain Gang from which Burns made his first escape after a convictions by habeas corpus.

The suit, which contains several damaging affidavits, was brought by Warden of Chain Gang from which Burns made his first escape after a convictions by habeas corpus.

The suit, which contains several damaging affidavits, was brought by Warden of Chain Gang from which Burns made his first escape after a convictions by habeas corpus.
SLEEP

Universally, it is accepted that the human body needs sleep. But do you know why? It seems some time ago that my life was filled with worry and stress, but I have now come to realize that sleeping is as important as eating. The brain in sleep can be controlled while the body sleeps. This action of the brain in sleep can be controlled and universally, it is agreed that_ the brain can center his mind and attention while his body is resting. Anyone who has learned to concentrate can control his mind and attention, while his body is resting. Anyone who has learned to concentrate can control his mind and attention, while his body is resting.
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Boston Police Strike In 1919,
And President Harding's Death
Opened Way To White House

Saw No Reason For Limiting America's Independence
By Joining League Of Nations

BLUES FOR CHARTER
FOR ALL OCCASIONS
DEAN OF ITHACA, INC.
401-409 East State Street
District 2531
Ithaca, N. Y.

STORAGE
Calvin Coolidge Led Clean And Eventful Life
(Continued from page three)

for emotionalism, the disciplined life he led last, and finally the dignity of his high office, all combined to keep him so apart from the rest of mankind that there was little manifestation of any inner stir.

Extract from January Speech

"For the year 1933, it seems to me that we need cooperation and charity. The resources of our country are sufficient to meet our requirements if we use them to help each other. We should cooperate to promote all kinds of business activity. We should do what we can in the way of charity. If all that is implied in these two words could be put into operation, not only would our economic condition begin steadily to improve but our determination would somehow assume real relief. I can think of no better resolution for the new year than to work in these directions."

Chronicle of Castlfield's Life

Born July 4, 1872, at Plymouth, Vermont.
Graduated at Amherst College, 1895.
Elected member of Northampton Common Council, 1900.
Elected clerk of Northampton, 1912; president of Northampton, 1914-1915.
Elected Vice President of United States, 1912-1913; president of Senate, 1914-1915.
Elected Superintendent of Massachusetts, 1919.
Elected Vice President of United States, 1920.
Assumed Presidency at death of President Harding, Aug., 1923.
Elected President of United States, 1924.
Retired from White House, March 4, 1929.

Album Leaf

By Phil Lang

The Baron talking... Joe Zilch, distinguished euphonium player and the trumpeter of the Salvation Army Philharmonic Society, lists what he considers the ten most beautiful movements of any inner stir.

Kaspar's newest 7-tube table model is about the finest apartment set we've ever seen, although it has plenty of volume and is good-looking enough for any home. Complete with 7 guaranteed tubes, with the top 10 gold.

The Ithaca Merchant's

First National Bank of Ithaca

Corner Tioga & State Streets

Flash...and the

Picture is Yours!

Indoor photography at night is simple now with Rona's Flash and a Fasho Flash Lamp. Let us tell you more about this and have the experience of a lifetime.

New 7-Tube Kolster Radios

$29.75

Sometimes the toughest decision is choosing your approach. But it's a decision that can be profitable in the long run.

New 7-Tube Kolster Radios

$29.75

Kaspar's newest 7-tube table model is about the finest apartment set we've ever seen, although it has plenty of volume and is good-looking enough for any home. Complete with 7 guaranteed tubes, with the top 10 gold.

Advertising creates the desire for ownership and increases the standard of living—makes people want the things you sell.
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